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     As the October 2010 expiration date of the PSC’s contract with CUNY approaches, it 
is crucial that contingent workers at the City University of New York – the majority of 
the educational labor force, teaching the majority of courses – mobilize on the basis of 
clear demands for substantially improving our situation. Formed in Fall 2008 with the 
goal of “ending the two-tier academic labor system,” CUNY Contingents Unite grew out 
of the struggle over the last contract, which resulted in “deepening inequality” and 
raised “important issues of union democracy” (CCU statement of purpose, September 
2008). 

     The university’s ever-expanding reliance on contingent labor highlights the threat to 
all of us at CUNY posed by the contingent majority’s poverty wages, lack of job security 
as well as basic benefits, and tenuous health care. 

     Now the contradictions of the two-tier system have come to a head in the crisis over 
adjunct overload waivers, in which fundamental labor solidarity requires that no union 
member have his or her income cut. 

     For contingents, full-timers and our union as a whole, it is imperative that real in-
roads against the two-tier system be made in the upcoming contract. Long referred to 
as a priority, the fight against the two-tier system cannot and must not be postponed. 

     Below are the demands that CUNY Contingents Unite has adopted for this contract 
struggle.  

1) Minimum three-year contracts for adjuncts, with documented reasons for 
non-reappointment and a system of seniority. 

2) Wage increase of $30 per credit hour for adjuncts; equivalent for graduate 
fellows and other contingent titles. Step raises every  year. 

3) Comprehensive employer-paid health insurance on par with municipal 
workers for all contingent employees. 

4) Promotional series, real job security and due process for HEOs.  

See other side for an explanation of these demands. 



Labor donated  

Join the CCU!  

E-mail: cunycontingents@gmail.com 

Or contact your campus 

representative 

Baruch: Douglas Medina/Box J-306 

dmedina@gc.cuny.edu 

BCC: Celia Braxton/Comm. Arts & Sciences 

bronxccu@gmail.com 

BMCC: Mike Vozick /Science 

mvoz@post.com 

Center for Worker Ed: Mike Vozick/Science 

mvoz@post.com 

Hostos: Tom Smith/Behavioral & Social Sciences 

tsmith1958@optionline.net  

Hunter College: Sándor John /History 

s_an@msn.com 

John Jay:  Howard Pflanzer/Comm. & Theatre 

hpflanzer@yahoo.com 

Lehman College:  Arto Artinian/Political Science 

artinian@fastmail.fm 

Medgar Evers: Nancy Thompson 

nlewisthompson@optonline.net 

Queens: Abe Walker/Sociology 

awalker2@gc.cuny.edu 

Queensborough : Carl Lindskoog/WAC-English 

cskoog79@yahoo.com 

No contact person at your campus?  

Email cunycontingents@gmail.com to get involved! 

The next CUNY Contingents Unite 

meeting will be held on Friday, 

April 16th at 4pm 

  CUNY Graduate Center 

365 5th Avenue  

(room to be announced) 

Please attend! 

The focus of this special meeting will 

be the adjunct waiver crisis. 

Brief Explanation of CCU Contract Demands 

  1) Minimum three-year contracts for adjuncts, with documented rea-
sons for non-reappointment and a system of seniority. 

   Adjunct employees should not be forced to scramble for jobs every 
semester, nor should they work in constant fear of being fired. While 
non-tenured employees remain “contingent,” our demand would pro-
vide a minimum level of protection from the vagaries of the CUNY em-
ployment system. Inspired by recent gains contingents won in the 
California State University system, we are demanding a guaranteed 
three-year contract, together with an enforceable due process system 
and basic seniority rules. By specifying a “minimum” of three years, 
the language allows for longer contracts and additional projections 
for senior adjuncts. 

  2) Wage increase of $30 per credit hour for adjuncts; equivalent for 
graduate fellows and other contingent titles. Step raises every year. 

   Contingent faculty at CUNY earn about half the standard recom-
mended by the Modern Language Association, which calls for “a sal-
ary range of $6,000 to $8,500 per course section, with fringe benefits 
and cost-of-living increases, as reasonable minimum compensation 
for part-time faculty members” (MLA Newsletter, Fall 2006). Our de-
mand means that an adjunct lecturer at the lowest step, who cur-
rently makes $64.94/hour ($2,922/course), would make $94.94/hr 
($4,272 per course). While few adjuncts are at the top step of the top 
rank, for purposes of comparison our demand means that for an ad-
junct professor at the top step now making $107.04/hr ($4,817 per 
class), pay would rise to $137.04/hr ($6,167 per course). Thus, ad-
juncts at lower ranks and lower steps would get a larger percentage 
increase than their higher-paid counterparts. This is deliberate, as we 
aim to lessen inequality. The “equivalence” clause would assume a 2-2 
teaching load for Graduate Teaching Fellows. A GTF at the lowest 
level who now makes $15,822 would see an increase of $5,200, for a 
total of $21,222.  Step increases, which are now every three years, 
would be reduced to one-year intervals, allowing most adjuncts to 
reach the top step after five years of teaching. 

   3) Comprehensive employer-paid health insurance on par with mu-
nicipal workers for all contingent employees. 

   This language strongly implies that all contingents (adjuncts, CETs, 
and graduate fellows) should be added to the city health plan. This 
reflects the reality that the city health plan would be a major improve-
ment over both the Welfare Fund plan or the current grad student 
plan. While graduate students recently won coverage under NYSHIP, 
many would prefer the city plan if offered a choice. The modifier 
“employer-paid” is important here, since we oppose the trend to 
make contingent workers pay growing premiums and/or co-pays.  

    4) Promotional series, real job security and due process for HEOs. 

   HEOs need a promotional series comparable to that of full-time fac-
ulty. Presently, HEOs do not have real tenure. The “three negative 
evaluations policy” must be abolished; and in the evaluation and 
grievance processes the burden of proof for any negative assertions 
regarding work performance must lie with management, instead of 
requiring the HEO to somehow disprove negative assertions made 
against her or him. 

  Layoffs alert:  Ominous rumblings of plans 

to slash the adjunct budget on at least one 

CUNY campus have reached The Advance as 

we go to press.  Contact the CCU if you hear 

of any layoffs! 

*   *   * 
  Our next issue will continue the important 

article “Building Solidarity Across CUNY,” Part 

1 of which appeared in the previous Advance. 


